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Recent experimental and theoretical studies have shown an essential role of sulfur segregation-

induced amorphization of crystalline nickel leading to its embrittlement at a critical sulfur concen-

tration of �14%, but the atomistic mechanism of the amorphization remains unexplained. Here,

molecular dynamics simulations reveal that the large steric size of sulfur impurity causes strong

sulfur-sulfur interaction mediated by lattice distortion up to the next nearest-neighbor lattice sites

and that amorphization occurs at the percolation threshold of the sulfur-sulfur network with the

next nearest-neighbor connectivity. Furthermore, the generality of the amorphization mechanism

due to the percolation of an impurity network is confirmed for a model binary material. VC 2011
American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3636368]

I. INTRODUCTION

The unusual mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline

materials has been studied extensively, where the greatly

increased ductility or dramatically enhanced strength and

hardness are thought to arise from intricate interplay among

dislocations, grain boundaries (GBs), and free surfaces within

a relatively small volume.1–5 However, alteration of the

chemical composition at GBs by segregation of a small

amount of impurities could cause intergranular brittleness of

normally ductile nanocrystalline materials, thereby degrading

their mechanical properties.6–9 A prime example of such GB

mechanochemistry10 is sulfur (S) segregation-induced embrit-

tlement of nickel (Ni) crystal.11,12

Fundamental understanding and control of embrittle-

ment mechanisms in the Ni-S system are important not only

scientifically but also technologically, e.g., for the develop-

ment of next-generation nuclear reactors.13 Experiments by

Heuer et al.12 showed that the critical S concentration of

15.5 6 3.4% found for embrittlement is close to another criti-

cal S concentration, 14.2 6 3.3%, for amorphization of Ni

during S ion implantation.12 The experimentally found rela-

tion between GB embrittlement and amorphization was

explained by a recent molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation

involving 48� 106 atoms14 based on reactive force fields

(ReaxFF).15,16 Namely, an order-of-magnitude reduction of

the GB shear strength due to amorphization, combined with

tensile-strength reduction, provides an easy cleavage path at

the crack tip.14 This amorphization-induced embrittlement

mechanism also explains an experimentally observed cross-

over from transgranular to intergranular fracture as well as

suppression of plastic activities.12

Though the relation between S segregation-induced

amorphization and embrittlement in Ni has thus been clari-

fied, it remains unexplained why and how the sharp amorph-

ization transition occurs within a narrow concentration range

at the critical S concentration of �14.2%. In this paper, we

perform ReaxFF-MD simulations to study the change of

structural properties of crystalline Ni as a function of S-

impurity concentration. The simulation results reveal that the

large steric size of S impurity causes strong S-S interaction

mediated by the distortion of Ni crystalline lattice up to the

next nearest-neighbor lattice sites and that amorphization

occurs at the percolation threshold of the S-S network with

the next nearest-neighbor connectivity. Furthermore, we con-

firm the generality of the amorphization mechanism due to

the percolation of an impurity network for a model binary

material described by the Lennard-Jones interatomic poten-

tial. This paper thus provides an atomistic mechanism of

impurity-induced amorphization.

II. STRUCTURAL AND THERMODYNAMIC
PROPERTIES

MD simulations of S-doped Ni are performed using

ReaxFF,17 which significantly reduces the computational

cost of simulating chemical reactions compared with

quantum-mechanical (QM) calculations in the framework of

density functional theory (DFT).18,19 ReaxFF includes both

bonded and nonbonded interactions. For bonded interactions,

a general relationship between the bond length and bond

order is used to obtain a smooth transition between different

types of bonds and dissociation of bonds. In the force field,

valence and torsion angles are formulated in terms of the

bond order to ensure a continuous energy distribution upon

dissociation of bonds during reactions. For nonbonded inter-

actions, ReaxFF includes shielded van der Waals and Cou-

lomb interactions. The total energy E of the system is

composed of various partial energy contributions:

E ¼Ebond þ Elp þ Eover þ Eunder þ Eval þ Epen þ Ecoa

þ Etors þ Econj þ Ehbond þ EvdWaals þ ECoulomb;
(1)

where Ebond is the bond energy, Elp is the lone pair energy,

Eover and Eunder denote the over- and under-coordinationa)Electronic mail: anakano@usc.edu.
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energy, Eval is the valence angle energy, a penalty function is

included in Epen, Ecoa describes the three-body conjugation

energy, the torsion angle energy is Etors, the four-body conju-

gation energy is Econj, and the hydrogen bond interaction

energy is included in Ehbond. In Eq. (1), nonbonded van der

Waals and Coulomb interactions are described, respectively,

by EvdWaals and ECoulumb. The ReaxFF for Ni and S has been

validated against experimental data and first-principles QM

calculations based on DFT for the elastic constants and S im-

purity energies in Ni face centered cubic (fcc) crystal.14

ReaxFF-MD simulations are carried out to study

S-induced amorphization of Ni. A set of cubic cells of size

35.2 Å containing 4000 atoms is used in this calculation,

where periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three

Cartesian directions. Ni atoms are randomly substituted by S

atoms in the range of 8� 18%.12 For each S concentration,

the system is relaxed by a steepest-descent procedure. Subse-

quently, the system is thermalized for 5 ps at 10 K and then

gradually heated to 300 K.

To study the effect of S substitution on structural corre-

lations, we calculate the pair distribution functions (PDF)

g(r) using the atomic coordinates from the MD simulations.

Figure 1(a) shows the partial PDF, gNi-Ni(r), between Ni

atoms for three different S concentrations: cS¼ 8, 14, and

18%. We observe that the peak heights in gNi-Ni(r) decrease

for increased S concentration, signifying increasing disorder.

We also note that gNi-Ni(r) at distance r> 7 Å has clearly

separated peaks at cS¼ 8%, whereas they merge into broader

features above cS¼ 14%, which indicates the disappearance

of the longer-range structural order in Ni for cS> 14%.

To quantify the broadening of the peaks in PDF, we cal-

culate the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the first

peak in gNi-Ni(r) by Gaussian fitting, and plot it as a function

of cS from 8 to 18% in Fig. 1(b). We see that the FWHM is

well described by a linear function of cS before and after a

critical concentration of �14%, as shown by the linear fits of

the FWHM versus cS by dash-dotted and dashed lines below

and above 14%, respectively, in Fig. 1(b). The FWHM thus

exhibits a discontinuity at cS� 14%.

Figure 1(c) plots the height of the second peak in gNi-

Ni(r) as a function of cS. The behavior of the second-peak

height changes dramatically before and after cS¼ 14%.

Namely, it is a decreasing function of cS below 14%, while it

takes a constant value for cS> 14%. These observations indi-

cate sudden disordering of structure at a critical S concentra-

tion of �14%, which agrees well with the experimental

amorphization threshold of 14.2 6 3.3%.12

Besides the peak height in gNi-Ni(r), the change in the

bond length is also reflected by a shift of the first-peak posi-

tion in gNi-Ni(r) and a change in the coordination number at

the first shell of neighbors. Namely, shorter Ni-Ni bonds are

observed with increased S concentration, while the coordina-

tion number in Fig. 1(d) displays a small change from 11 to 9.

The changes of the Ni coordination number and gNi-Ni(r) may

be attributed to the size effect.20 The difference of the atomic

radius between Ni and S drives the first and second peaks

change systematically.21 The larger S atoms tend to squeeze

and push the surrounding Ni atoms, resulting in a decrease of

the coordination number at the first nearest-neighbor distance.

The structural change as a function of S concentration is

also manifested in bond angle distribution (BAD) as shown

in Fig. 2(a), where the Ni-Ni-Ni BAD is plotted for cS¼ 8,

14, and 18%. As cS increases from 14 to 18%, the position of

the first peak at �60� systematically shifts to a larger angle

by three degrees as a result of decreasing coordination num-

bers, accompanied by dramatic broadening and decrease of

its height. The structural disorder manifested as the broaden-

ing of BAD at cS¼ 18% is comparable to that of amorphous

Ni prepared by a melt-quench procedure as shown in Fig.

2(b), indicating a highly disordered structure.

To investigate the behavior of thermodynamic quantities

of the Ni crystal induced by S impurities, we calculate the

equilibrium volume of the system for different S concentra-

tions. In Fig. 3, the solid circles represent the calculation

FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Ni-Ni partial pair dis-

tribution function gNi-Ni(r) of S-doped Ni

crystal at different S concentration cS. (b)

Full width at half maximum of the first

peak of gNi-Ni(r) as a function of cS. (c)

Height of the second peak of gNi-Ni(r) as

a function of cS. (d) Coordination number

NNi-Ni(r) at different S concentration cS.
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results for the volume expansion relative to the pure Ni crys-

tal, and the dash-dotted and dashed curves, respectively, are

the best fits below and above cS¼ 14%. Below the critical

concentration, the volume is a linear function of the S con-

centration. In contrast, the volume expansion due to S impu-

rity becomes much greater and nonlinear above 14%, with a

visible gap at �14%, indicating a first-order phase transition.

III. INTERACTION RANGE OF SULFUR IN NICKEL
CRYSTAL AND PERCOLATION ANALYSIS

The structural-correlation analysis in Sec. II reveals a

sudden increase of structural disorder in S-doped Ni at a crit-

ical S concentration of cS� 14%. It has been speculated that

the structural change may be attributed to the steric-size

effect of S atoms.21 The atomic radius of S is known to be

much larger than that of Ni,21 and thus S distorts the Ni fcc

lattice, i.e., both Ni-Ni bonds and Ni-Ni-Ni bond angles.

Structural phase transition due to such a random substitu-

tional disordering is often described by percolation

theory.22–24 In our system, S impurities in Ni fcc lattice inter-

act through the lattice distortions induced by them. It is thus

conceivable that percolation of the lattice distortion-

mediated S-S interaction through the entire lattice leads to a

global amorphous structure instead of a locally distorted fcc

lattice.

In order to apply percolation analysis to the Ni-S sys-

tem, we need to determine the interaction range between S

impurities mediated by lattice distortion. To estimate the S-S

interaction range in Ni fcc crystal with S in substitutional

sites, we first prepare a Ni crystal containing 5324 atoms

(11� 11� 11 unit cells) and calculate the bulk energy Ebulk

using ReaxFF. Next, we substitute one Ni atom in the crystal

with one S atom. The new system is relaxed by ReaxFF-MD,

and the final energy E1 of the system is calculated. In this

new system, another Ni is substituted with S at a lattice site

at distance d from the first S atom, and we calculate the final

energy E2 of the system with two S atoms after full relaxa-

tion. The calculation procedure is schematically described in

Fig. 4, from which the following relations are derived:

E1 ¼ Ebulk þ E1S þ DEinsertðSÞ; (2)

E2 ¼ E1 þ eS�S þ E1S þ DEinsertðSÞ; (3)

where DEinsertðSÞ is the energy of inserting one S in Ni crys-

tal, E1S is the energy of an isolated S atom (¼ 0 in ReaxFF),

and eS�S is the interaction energy between two S atoms. Sub-

tracting Eq. (3) from Eq. (2), the interaction energy between

two S atoms is obtained from the calculated quantities as

eS�S ¼ E2 � 2E1 þ Ebulk: (4)

Figure 5 shows the calculated interaction energy eS�S

between two S atoms in the Ni fcc lattice as a function of the

S-S distance d. eS�S takes the minimum value at d equal to

the next nearest-neighbor lattice sites, which is close to the

lattice constant (LC)¼ 3.52 Å. Therefore, two S atoms in Ni

crystal are most likely to occupy the next nearest-neighbor

FIG. 2. (Color) (a) Ni-Ni-Ni bond angle distribution (BAD) at S concentra-

tions cS¼ 8, 14, and 18%. (b) Comparison of the BAD at cS¼ 18% with that

of amorphous Ni.

FIG. 3. (Color) Equilibrium volume as a function of S concentration.
FIG. 4. (Color) Schematic of the calculation procedure for the lattice

distortion-mediated S-S interaction energy.
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sites. We also see that two S atoms do not have any interac-

tion beyond twice LC, i.e., 7.04 Å.

When the impurity concentration is low, most impurity

atoms are likely to stay outside of the interaction ranges of

other impurity atoms. As the concentration gets higher, the

influence of impurity atoms starts to overlap to form clusters,

but the total effect of each cluster is still localized. At a cer-

tain critical density, the network of S-S interaction is

expected to extend throughout the entire crystal. Such a criti-

cal concentration can be calculated based on the percolation

theory.22,23 The site percolation model involves the random

occupation (S impurity substitution in our case) of lattice

sites of a regular lattice (fcc lattice in our case). Each site of

the regular lattice is then randomly occupied with probability

p. In addition, the model should define the connectivity

between the occupied sites. Here, we define two occupied

sites within distance d (which is a model parameter) to be

connected. The critical occupation probability pc, called per-

colation threshold, is then defined as the minimum concen-

tration of the occupied sites at which an infinitely connected

cluster is formed.23

We perform a site percolation simulation to test our hy-

pothesis that the S-induced amorphization of Ni crystal can be

explained as a percolation threshold. A system consisting of

100� 100� 100 fcc unit cells is simulated with periodic

boundary conditions in all three Cartesian directions. In our

simulation, lattice sites are randomly occupied with probabil-

ity p. Adjacent sites within the xth nearest neighbors (x¼ 1–4,

with the corresponding connectivity distance d¼ 2.49–4.98

Å) are defined to be connected to each other, and we enumer-

ate all clusters of such connected sites using a find/union algo-

rithm.25 Figure 6 shows the largest cluster size (in terms of

the number of sites) as a function of the occupation probabil-

ity p for different connectivity x. For each x, we observe a

critical occupation probability pc, above which the largest

cluster size becomes comparable to the total system size.

The resulting percolation threshold is 0.20, 0.136, and

0.06, respectively, with the nearest-neighbor (n.n, x¼ 1),

next nearest-neighbor (n.n.n, x¼ 2), and the fourth nearest

neighbor (x¼ 4) connectivity, in agreement with previous per-

colation study.26 Our percolation analysis on fcc lattice thus

shows that the critical S concentration for amorphization

(0.14) is close to the percolation threshold with the n.n.n con-

nectivity. Note that the n.n.n connectivity is consistent with

the most favorable S-S distance due to Ni lattice distortion-

mediated interaction as shown in Fig. 5. This serves as a pos-

sible explanation of the amorphization transition: For small

impurity concentration, the influence of the impurity atoms

on structure is localized around each impurity. As the impu-

rity concentration increases, the interaction range of the impu-

rity atoms starts to overlap, and finally becomes global at the

percolation threshold to cause amorphization.

IV. AMORPHIZATION AND PERCOLATION
THRESHOLD IN BINARY LENNARD-JONES SYSTEMS

To test the general validity of the amorphization mecha-

nism based on the atomic size effect and percolation of im-

purity interactions explained in Sec. III, we perform a

similar analysis for a binary Lennard-Jones (LJ) system con-

sisting of two types of atoms with different atomic sizes,

which has been used extensively to study amorphization.

The amorphization of binary systems including binary LJ

system has been studied extensively.27–30 The LJ interatomic

potentials are given by

/ab rij

� �
¼ 4e

rab

rij

� �12

� rab

rij

� �6
" #

; (5)

where rij is the interatomic distance between ith and jth
atoms, and a and b represent the species of the two atoms

(denoted A and B). We define the parameters of the three

interactions, /AA, /AB and /BB as

eAA ¼ eBB ¼ eAB ¼ e; (6)

rAB ¼ ðrAA þ rBBÞ=2: (7)
FIG. 5. (Color) S-S interaction energy in Ni fcc crystal as a function of S-S

distance (in lattice constant).

FIG. 6. (Color) The largest cluster size as a function of the occupation prob-

ability for fcc lattice considering the 1st, 2nd, and 4th nearest-neighbor

connectivity.
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Thus, all three potentials are taken to be the same depth, and

atoms A and B differ only in size.

To find the relationship between the atomic size and

interaction range, we use the conjugate-gradient method to

perform structural optimization in a similar procedure as we

did in determining the S-S interaction range in Sec. III. The

system is an fcc lattice consisting of 6912 (¼ 12� 12

� 12� 4) atoms. Two B atoms are kept apart at substitutional

sites in different distances in the h111i direction, and B-B

interaction energies are calculated as a function of the dis-

tance for different atomic-size ratios, from rAA/rBB¼ 0.7 to

0.84.

Figure 7(a) shows the calculated interaction energy as a

function of the distance between two B impurity atoms in A

crystal with different atomic size ratios rAA/rBB. We see

that the interaction range varies due to the size effect. For

each curve corresponding to a particular atomic size ratio

rAA/rBB in Fig. 7(a), we determine the interaction range as

the impurity-pair distance at which the interaction energy

becomes 0. Figure 7(b) shows the resulting interaction range

Rint between two impurity atoms as a function of rAA/rBB.

Phase diagram in the space of atomic size ratio rBB/rAA

and solute concentration cS for binary LJ solid solution has

been obtained by Li et al. using MD simulations.27 Their

simulations were performed at a constant pressure and tem-

perature (set to 0 and 0.3, respectively, in reduced LJ units).

The corresponding glass transition temperature in LJ liquid

is Tg� 0.4. The phase diagram shows the transition from fcc

crystal to amorphous structure at increased cS, with different

amorphization threshold c�s for different atomic size ratio.

Figure 7(c) plots c�s as a function of rBB/rAA.

Figure 7(b) gives the relationship between the atomic

size ratio and the impurity interaction range, Rint(rAA/rBB),

which shows a larger interaction range with decreasing rAA/

rBB. On the other hand, Fig. 7(c) provides the relationship

between the atomic size ratio and the amorphization thresh-

old, c�s (rAA/rBB), which shows a smaller threshold with

decreasing rAA/rBB. By combining the information—

Rint(rAA/rBB) and c�s (rAA/rBB)—in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), we

can obtain a new mapping between the amorphization

threshold and the interaction range, c�s (Rint), as shown in Fig.

8. The figure also shows percolation thresholds obtained by

using the 1st, 2nd, and the 4th nearest-neighbor site distances

for site connectivity. Namely, the percolation threshold for

the fcc lattice considering the 1st, 2nd, and 4th nearest-

neighbor connectivity is 0.2, 0.14, and 0.06, respectively, as

explained in Sec. III. Figure 8 shows that the crystal-to-

amorphous transition in binary LJ system occurs at lower

concentrations for larger interaction ranges between impurity

atoms. This is consistent with the decreasing percolation

threshold as a function of the interaction range in Fig. 8,

which supports the conjecture presented in Sec. III, i.e.,

amorphization occurs at the percolation threshold of the

impurity-impurity interaction network.

V. SUMMARY

Using reactive force-field molecular dynamics simula-

tions, we have found an atomistic mechanism of sulfur

segregation-induced amorphization of nickel. Namely, the

FIG. 7. (Color) (a) Interaction energy vs distance between two B impurity

atoms in A crystal in binary Lennard-Jones systems with different atomic

size ratios rAA/rBB. (b) Interaction range as a function of the atomic size ra-

tio. (c) Amorphization threshold as a function of the atomic size ratio.

FIG. 8. (Color) Amorphization threshold for binary Lennard-Jones system

and percolation threshold as a function of the interaction range (in lattice

constant).
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large steric size of sulfur impurity causes strong sulfur-sulfur

interaction mediated by the distortion of nickel lattice up to

the next nearest-neighbor lattice sites, and amorphization

occurs at the percolation threshold of the sulfur-sulfur net-

work with the next nearest-neighbor connectivity. The gener-

ality of the amorphization mechanism due to the percolation

of an impurity network has been confirmed for a binary

Lennard-Jones system. Unlike the chemically complex

nickel-sulfur system, the binary Lennard-Jones system with

a single energy parameter is characterized by only one pa-

rameter, i.e., the size ratio between the two types of atoms.

The applicability of the proposed percolation-based mecha-

nism for amorphization in such a simple system indicates its

applicability to even broader materials.
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